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Introduction
It is common knowledge that the Austro-Hungarian empire concentrated much of its diplomatic attention on the Balkans from the second-half of the 19th century in large part to thwart
Russia’s expansion into the region. The controversial occupation and subsequent administration of the Ottoman provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina in late 1878 served as the strategic
centerpiece of this agenda for the next 35 years. What is not so clear within this context, however, are the mechanisms put into action during this crucial period of imperial history that
ultimately intensified the importance of the Balkans to old and new imperial regimes alike.
Not only did the administration of Bosnia and Herzegovina itself serve as a new political and
economic force in the Balkans, but the entire region also became a crucial stage on which
Austro-Hungarian authorities in Sarajevo, along with their Russian, Ottoman, and Italian rivals
actively operated.
At the center of this growing imperial rivalry over the Balkans were efforts to cultivate
a strong relationship with Albanians, who, as a major multi-faith group of peoples spread
throughout the Balkans, were to become key players in the extension of Austro-Hungarian,
Italian, and Russian influence along the frontiers of the Ottoman Empire. It is argued here that
by studying Austro-Hungarian reactions to the changing dynamics of the Ottoman em-pire
and its Albanian subjects, we may appreciate better the myriad of new concerns that the Dual
Monarchy, in particular, faced as a Balkan power. Accordingly, the policies adopted to directly
address Austrian authorities’ concerns along the newly acquired border regions of Bosnia
and Herzegovina reveal an increasingly complex shift in diplomatic practice and territorial
governance that bring to the center of Balkan history a new appreciation for the underlying
factors behind the struggle to control the Adriatic Sea. Among the key elements to this
struggle must include the contribution of Albanians as actors rather than objects of imperial
manipulation.
Exploring the extent to which Austrian officials patronized Albanian-speaking people in
Ottoman territories during the 1878-1908 period may prove an instructive way of observing
how the administration of Bosnia-Herzegovina and Austro-Hungarian imperial interests are
directly linked. From their base in Sarajevo, diplomats like Theodor Ippen and Franz Kraz and
Albanologists such as Franz Baron Nopcsa translated a personal affinity for the Albanian peoples living throughout the region into an often complex policy that led to subsidizing Albanian
resistance to Ottoman, Greek and Slavic rule. Through institutions such as schools, seminaries
and social clubs funded by the new administration in Sarajevo, the increasingly personal relations between Austro-Hungarian authorities and Albanians, as well as the growing concern
Vienna had with its neighbors in regard to its own strategic agenda in the Balkans, we begin
to see Austria’s administration of Bosnia in a new light. Furthermore, the role that Republican
Italy would play in undermining Austrian attempts to exploring close relations with Albanians,
this essay introduces another set of terms by which the late Austro-Hungarian imperial
history can be integrated into Balkan history.
Austria-Hungary’s Evolving Policies in the Balkans
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In order to understand the monumental shifts in the lives of the inhabitants of the Balkans
and how the Austro-Hungarian state could operate there, we need to quickly review the
impact of the Russo-Ottoman war of 1876-1878 on Southeastern Europe. For one, the rise of
Russian ambitions in the Ottoman Balkan territories threatened a fragile balance of power
established in continental Europe over the previous half of the century.1 In response to Russia’s victories, both governments in Vienna and Istanbul adopted measures to improve the
administration of a more precisely defined body of constituents.2 Central to assuring this
authority was the reinvention of territorial sovereignty imposed by the Berlin treaty of 1878.
No longer the regions of ambiguous co-habitation where Christians and Muslims interacted,
the frontiers imposed in 1878 demarcated peoples with conflicting cultural traditions and contradicting ambitions.
http://www.kakanien.ac.at/beitr/fallstudie/IBlumi1.pdf
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Unfortunately, for many of Europe’s powers, Russian military ascendancy in the Balkans
imposed this principle of ethnic difference before it could be firmly established along the
redrawn Ottoman frontiers. From the early 1850s Russia began to assert its military advantages in poorly defended corners of the Balkans (and Central Asia) by establishing channels
of patronage among Orthodox Christian Slavs, while at the same time asserting the new and
dangerous principle of military domination over previously recognized Ottoman territories in
the Balkans. What was ostensibly happening in the crucial 1876-1881 period was the imposition of an idea of territorial expansion justifying the forced expulsion of Muslim and Catholic
populations in order to realize the expansionist ambitions of Orthodox Christian states in the
Balkans.
The subsequent attempt to establish a new set of ›universal legal principles‹ during the
course of the events in the Balkans in 1878-1881 was a direct reaction to Russia’s patronage
of Bulgaria, Serbia, Montenegro and, to a lesser extent, Greece, as they all openly sought to
expand territorially at the expense of the indigenous peoples of the region.3 As is well known,
in response to Russia’s growing influence in the region, Vienna ordered the Austro-Hungarian
army to march into Bosnia-Herzegovina on July 22, 1878. By occupying both provinces, Vienna
contributed to the creation of tensions in the region that ultimately shaped new spaces of
action for local and regional powers.4 Key to understanding these tensions is the inclusion of
an analysis of Republican Italy’s fundamental interest in securing its role in the scramble for
territory after 1878.
With these new dynamics on the ground, the requirements of enforcement became
essential. Proxies of empires – states such as Serbia, Greece or Montenegro – were to become
central mechanisms for projecting imperial power in the region. The more it became clear
that these imperial agents were not capable of developing new strategies of domination,
however, greater pressure was put on the imperial state in Vienna, Rome, Istanbul and St.
Petersburg to supplement local inadequacies. At times, such interventions required costly
direct involvement; on other occasions, it was the patronage of other groups in the region that
provided the necessary leverage.
Herein lay the conundrum of the region after 1878: Local politics ultimately determined the
direction in which the great powers could go. This forced powers to invest resources they did not
have into an imperial project that actually empowered previously marginal people like some
Albanian-Ottomans. For Austrian authorities based in the new regional capital of Sarajevo,
cultivating relations with Albanians during the crucial 1878-1913 period would become a central, if largely unstudied, extension of imperial policy. This would be accomplished through a
sophisticated network of institutions that specifically geared themselves to strengthening
Austro-Hungarian influence in Ottoman territories. Much in the same way, Italian efforts to
creatively engage their Albanian-speaking neighbors can actually help historians rethink the
dynamics of state power in the modern age as well as Austria-Hungary’s administration of
Bosnia-Herzegovina.
The most important contribution this period of rivalry between regional powers has had
on modern Balkan history can be reduced to the shift in how modern diplomacy has inscribed
»otherness« to human beings.5 At the forefront of this new pattern of talking and acting on
the world through ethnicity, religion and class, imperial officers began to commission ethnographic reports that would end up in policy recommendations and ultimately help support
the rationale for dividing territories in certain ways. In adopting a diplomatic principle that asserted territorial sovereignty to so-called ethnic nations on the basis of assumed ethnographic
facts, the Balkans became the centerpiece for imperial machinations and brutal campaigns of
historical erasure and ethnic cleansing.6
The Austro-Hungarian consul in Işkodra (Scutari/Shkodër), Fredlich Lippich (1838-1913), for
example, took part in a common imperial exercise of cataloging the Balkans. This project aimed
to more carefully delineate spheres of influence between respective powers in the Balkans. His
1877 Denkschrift über Albanien, in particular, served as a comprehensive ethnographic survey
of the inhabitants of the border areas under consideration during the Berlin Congress of 1878.7
Lippich produced »ethnographic« maps in order to guide and determine the drawing of borders at the Congress, which arbitrarily defined ethnic, religious or racial groups. Importantly,
such studies actually failed to accommodate the contingencies that often blurred the lines
expected to distinguish one ethno-religious group from another.
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Ironically, so-called experts like Lippich did not approve of the justifications for the establishment of frontiers in 1878 based on their ethnographic surveys. In the process of collecting
»vital intelligence« about those who lived within contested regions, Lippich realized that
these ethnographies and statistical surveys limited his understanding of what locals actually
wanted. Among his most important conclusions was that the populations living in the
Malësia e Madhe (the present-day mountainous border region separating Montenegro, Novi
Pazar, Albania and Kosova) were prone to act in ways that made their ›ethnicity‹ ambiguous:
Orthodox Christian »Montenegrins« may in fact have been people who adopted Slavic family
names but were still seen as related to Catholic or Muslim »Albanians« living in the same
region. Indeed, as Austrian officials would be able to predict (and often exploit), the local
Malësore (the Catholic, Orthodox and Muslim inhabitants of the Malësia e Madhe) refused
to accept the borders that the great powers sought to impose on the grounds that the
people designated to be ethnically different from them were in fact close relatives but of a
different faith. As argued elsewhere, the contradictions (and resistance) to newly established
diplomatic conventions demonstrates the transitional, and still highly malleable, nature of the
Balkans at the end of the 19th century.8 As Lippich predicted, local idiosyncrasies would have
a dramatic impact on the way Austria-Hungary could pursue its interests in the region for the
next thirty years. After 1878, the heart of these policies was Sarajevo and the administrators,
such as Lippich, operating out of the city.
As Bosnia, Herzegovina and Novi Pazar became the centers from which Austro-Hungarian
agents infiltrated Albanian-Ottoman areas to both gather ethnographic data and begin to
cultivate political alliances, so too would Sarajevo become the home of some of the most
important Albanian activists of that era. Many of these activists, initially evicted by Serbian
expansion and forced to settle under Austro-Hungarian protection in Bosnia, became part of
an emerging field of scholarship – Albanology – that influenced Austrian policy in the southern
Balkans. Refugees streaming into Austrian-held Bosnia from Niš and the Morava Valley, areas
newly captured by Serbia, contributed to solidifying Austro-Hungarian military control over
key areas of the province during the 1878-1916 period, and their most important contribution
was assisting in formulating a policy for the Ottoman territories. In particular, exiles such as
Mati Logoreci (1867-1941) cultivated ties between the Albanian diaspora living in Sarajevo and
other Bosnian towns and locals within Ottoman Albania. Logoreci and others like him proved
to be crucial for instituting programs in Ottoman Albanian areas that would remain under
Austro-Hungarian direction. At the center of this Sarajevo-based policy were highly regarded
Albanologists such as Theodor Ippen (b.1861), Norbert Jokl (1877-1942) and Franz Nopcsa (18771933) who all published influential studies on Albanian language, geography, archeology and
history through state-funded institutes in Budapest, Sarajevo and Vienna.9
In this respect, it is instructive that Austro-Hungarian authorities based in Sarajevo invested heavily in patronizing Albanians at a time when ethnicity and religious affiliation became a
means for uninformed delegates at the Berlin Congress to redraw the borders of the Balkans.10
Those who knew better immediately questioned the rationale adopted by the diplomats in
Berlin. Men like Lippich and others rightly predicted that the attempt to conduct an ›orderly‹
transfer of sovereignty from a multi-cultural Ottoman empire to numerous homogeneous
nation-states created the conditions for more violence, not less. Paradoxically, the imposition
of such a diplomatic solution to the Balkans proved advantageous to authorities in Sarajevo.
The chaos resulting from the creation of new nation-states opened the door for authorities to
promote the Austro-Hungarian administration as an ally for those facing new forms of persecution. In the case of the Albanologists based in Sarajevo, the uncertain future of the region’s
Albanians gave them an opportunity to bring a significant non-Slav population closer to the
Austrian-Hungarian sphere of influence. One key area in which this was carried out was the
direct patronage of Albanian education, both through the Catholic Church under its policy
of Kulturprotectorat and later through Vienna and Sarajevo’s direct investment into secular,
Albanian-administered schools throughout the Balkans. As we will see below, however, the
activities of Italian Republicans in the Balkans would significantly challenge Vienna’s Albanian
policy, forcing them to adopt a far more flexible understanding of their interests in the region,
which included openly catering to Albanian Muslims.
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On the surface, the central dynamics in the Balkans were the Russian ambitions to fill in a
political void among Slavic-speaking peoples and Austria-Hungary’s counter measures.11 The
initial efforts to create a set of institutions in Sarajevo that would help strengthen AustroHungarian influence over Albanians in the region could be interpreted as an extension of
this struggle between Russian and Austria-Hungary.12 Parallel to the growing influence which
Russia and Austria-Hungary asserted in the Ottoman Balkans during the early 1870s, was the
heightening of diplomatic tensions between the other regional powers. Italy in particular
created a new range of possibilities for the indigenous population and transformed politics
in Albanian lands. Italian interests in the Balkans connected nascent imperial aspirations in
Rome with the ongoing success of individual merchants who secured lucrative trade links in
the region.13 Both would-be imperialists and merchants from Italy saw Austrian expansion in
the Balkans as a direct challenge to their interests.
Secular vs. Catholic Education
As a consequence, the region was transformed into a strategic battleground between what
were, in formal terms, two Catholic allies. Perhaps most instructive in this regard, the Catholic
card (the Kulturprotectorat) used by Austria-Hungary to claim exclusive rights over the Balkans
(and its Catholic Albanians) persuaded secular Italian political leaders like the Italo-Albanian
Francesco Crispi to seek a more robust Italian role in the Balkans throughout the 1880s which
veered away from religion. This strategy of deemphasizing religion and cultivating Albanian
non-sectarian identity claims, ultimately transformed the way Austria-Hungary administered
Bosnia and how it would extend its policies in the Balkans. Italian advisors such as Luigi
Majnoni (based in Vienna) were particularly instrumental in this regard. Majnoni saw an illdefined international system and convinced Rome and its merchant allies that their rivals’
vulnerabilities gave them an opportunity to win over Albanian favor. Such growing involvement in Balkan affairs instilled a new sense of urgency in Sarajevo that ultimately secured
political and commercial leverage for Albanian communities.14
In this respect, a number of elements contributed to giving locals more leverage over
outside powers. As was already observed, perhaps the most influential factor proved to be
the Italian secular state, which openly challenged the exclusive claims of the Ottoman and
Austro-Hungarian empires to, among other things, educate Northern Albanians.15 For much of
the 19th century, the Catholic Church and the Austro-Hungarian Government had the exclusive
right to fund religious schools in Albania. It was widely assumed that these institutions were
built and sustained not to educate children but to inculcate loyalty among community leaders.
What confounded this system, initially based on an assumed role for a local social elite, was
the growing Italian presence in the region from the 1870s onwards. By 1878, the Austrians felt
the pressure as Italian government and privately funded schools secured important links to
key clusters of Albanian Catholics.
The reason for Austria-Hungary’s concern was an apparent undercurrent of anti-Austrian
sentiments developing among many locals. According to evidence collected by Father Pierbattista da Verolavecchia in 1878, in a matter of three years, Italian influence and anti-Austrian rhetoric was having an impact on the children of Kosova. Sent by Vienna and the Vatican to report
on the status of their joint efforts in Ottoman Albanian territories around Prizren, Kosova,
Father da Verolavecchia reported that local Albanian Catholics were demonstrating open
hostility to the Austro-Hungarians. The report, which also passed through Italian diplomatic
channels, confirmed that the activities of Italian liberals hoping to pull local Albanians away
from the influence of the Catholic Church and its Austrian ally were working.16 It became clear
to Austrian and Vatican authorities that liberal Italians offered another channel of exchange
from which the trust and loyalties of Albanians in the region could be solicited. It was no longer assured that Albanian Catholics would naturally align with the empire that had formal
connections to the Vatican. Put differently, religious affiliations did not automatically translate
into loyalty. The emergence of anti-Austrian sentiments among many Albanian Catholics in
strategic regions such as Prizren would become the cornerstone of Austro-Hungarian counter
measures for many of the remaining years of the century.17
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Austrian authorities realized that a message communicated to a broader audience beyond the
confines of their religious affiliation (most Albanian Christians in the south were Orthodox)
was a key to their own long-term strategic interests. This quickly transformed Italian and Austro-Hungarian policies towards the region. A number of new strategies were introduced in
order to win the loyalties of local communities, including the construction of more schools and
bringing students to study in either Rome or Vienna on scholarships.18 Realizing that alliances
could be forged by expanding the base of instruction to a wider group of Albanian children,
Austro-Hungarian administrators transformed the schools they had previously funded from
being a mere link between Catholic elite families to being a recruitment tool requiring innovative ways of attracting diverse students to attend.19
Despite the fact that, by the beginning of World War I, Austria-Hungary funded 24 Catholic-based schools scattered throughout Northern Albania, including 19 schools in the city of
Scutari (Shkodër) itself, Italian influence in the region was greater.20 The fundamental reason
for this was Rome’s liberal distribution of funds and promises for potentially lucrative commercial opportunities among those living outside the Catholic community. During the 1880s,
and especially after the rise to power of Prime Minister Francesco Crispi in 1888, Italy invested state resources into creating a solid political, economic and cultural hold on the area that
emphasized the trans-sectarian quality of Albanian commercial as much as political ambitions.21 Specifically, the schools established by Italy were seen as both »modern« and wellfinanced by their patrons while, at the same time, they did not exclude non-Catholics. Clearly
Rome had begun to successfully attract students away from the Orthodox, Ottoman and
Austro-Hungarian schools. By 1890, the Italian schools monopolized education in most Albanian-populated regions, largely for the reason that they actually trained students in commerce and finance and did not restrict the curriculum to religious doctrine. The success of Italian
schools thus caused alarm in the Austrian consulate, which, in response, instituted its own
trade schools (Handelschulen) with the intention of attracting students away from the Italian
evening schools established in Preveza, Yanina and later Draç.
This marked an important shift in policy and constituted a most impressive innovation
that gave students’ parents an opportunity to expand their long-term commercial prospects.
According to Italian reports, by 1900 Austro-Hungarian authorities were attracting many
important families in southern Albania by linking family economic interests with their childrens’ education at Sarajevo-managed schools. The Italian consul in Yanina reported that while
visiting Preveza he came across an Albanian Catholic from north Albania who, carrying an
Austro-Hungarian passport, was distributing Austro-Hungarian »propaganda« written in Albanian that made such offers to local families. Another Albanian was reportedly put in prison for
disseminating similar Austro-Hungarian propaganda in the Përmeti region around the same
time. These reports suggest that by 1900, Austro-Hungarian authorities had began to understand what needed to be done in order to maintain influence in the region.22
Authorities based in Sarajevo aggressively campaigned to win over the students flocking
to Italian-funded schools by offering local Albanians an alternative in both curricula and
opportunities upon graduation. At the same time, the Austro-Hungarians tried to close down
its competitors. Vienna lobbied the local Archbishop and even Ottoman officials for help in
closing Italian »secular« schools that threatened the moral values of Catholic children.23 The
effort was driven by the activities of local priests directly under the pay of Austria-Hungary.24
At one point, Austria-Hungary’s appointed archbishop of Shkodër, Perlet, personally intervened
in seeking to halt a »policy of differentiation« between Austro-Hungarian-funded Catholic
schools and those supported by Italian money.25 Ostensibly, the policy of differentiation was
meant to secure exclusive access to the Catholic population, threatening to punish with
excommunication any family who sent their children to schools not sanctioned by the Church.
This represented a policy of intimidation on the part of administrators in Sarajevo that aimed
to reassert a sense of exclusive right to administer the interests of the Catholics of the region,
a remnant of the 18th-century doctrine of Kulturprotectorat, in which Vienna claimed exclusive
rights to represent the Ottoman Empire’s Catholic population.26
These efforts were unsuccessful because Italy’s »free schools« provided, for the first time
in the history of the region, an opportunity for poor local children to earn an education, as well
as to establish commercial links with the outside world. In February 1889, the British consul
reported on the active work of the Italian consulate in Shkodër, suggesting that their policies
concerning educating the poor resulted in an »unexpectedly large number of children having
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been collected in the new class rooms«.27 There was an elementary class for boys, one for girls,
and an asilo infantile for children between 3 to 8, classes that recorded an attendance of 120,
70 and 150 students respectively. This new style of education amounted to the beginnings of a
social revolution in the region where, in the past, only the male members of elite families were
given the privilege of being educated in foreign-funded schools. By adding girls to the Italianfunded schools’ student body, it may be deduced that much of the efforts by Republicans in
Italy to usurp elitist social structures dominated by the Church were the underlying principles
behind investing in education in the Balkans as well.28
The Catholic Church was interested in matching the efforts of their secular Italian rivals,
and initiated a program that would ultimately educate large numbers of Albanian-speaking
boys and girls. For example, through the Sarajevo bureau, the Austro-Hungarian state paid the
Jesuits in Shkodër 2000 francs for grants to 40 local students.29 Apparently, they also provided
additional money for the Franciscan elementary school that opened its doors to the masses
in 1888. Vienna also formally responded by funding Catholic education for a growing number
of the poor.
Despite the support of the Archbishop and modest investments in financing Catholic
education, the Austro-Hungarians could not stop the flow of local children to ›secular‹ Italian
schools during the late 1880s. As the British consulate reported in March 1896, a good eight
years after the formation of the Italian schools, the Church had again reverted to threatening
Albanian Catholic families with the policy of differentiation.30
By 1896 these harsh measures inspired a new wave of Albanian cultural activism. Many leaders of Albanian communities throughout the region began to openly challenge the exclusive
right proclaimed by leading states to educate a select group of children. Under the guidance
of Italian schools, an explosion of local Albanian cultural clubs initiated the transmission of
nationalist sentiments by way of irregular and often impromptu classes. Cultural clubs like
Vllazëria [Brotherhood] based in Korçë began to demand the construction of Albanian-administrated schools, a campaign, which first Italy and later Austria-Hungary would support.31 By
mobilizing a broad interest in the education of Albanian children, the Italians and later their
Austro-Hungarian rivals had succeeded in engendering new forms of organization that would
ultimately contribute to the reconfiguration of the loyalties of Albanians, a hitherto essential
component of regional stability.32
The Catholic Church, while by no means losing its importance for the spiritual lives of
Catholic Albanians, was nonetheless beginning to lose its political and economic clout, and
this resonated in Sarajevo and Vienna.33 As Italian activities in the region demonstrated,
Catholic communities were willing to secure new forms of linkages with the outside world if
they were deemed to benefit their community at large. Such a realization eventually resulted
in new strategies of interaction that the Austro-Hungarians installed in Albania for the rest
of the Ottoman period. Collectively, these innovations constituted a revolution for Albanian
intellectuals and, for the first time, permitted Northern Albanians to claim a role in starting
the slow process of articulating a regional identity to counter the expansionist ambitions of
their Slav and Greek neighbors.34
Promoting the Albanian Language
Seeing large numbers of Albanians Catholics and Muslims flock to the well-funded Italian
schools, Austro-Hungarians and their consular staff based in the region devised new methods
of attracting and sustaining their influence over the local population. The most important
contribution made in this regard and, perhaps most revolutionary with respect to Albanian
lives at the time, was the use of language. Indeed, Vienna’s growing patronage of activists
who sought the development of the Albanian language and its use in Ottoman schools created new possibilities for action in the region. One of the primary advocates for the reform
of the Albanian language, Sami Frashëri (1850-1904), for example, would find much of his
most important nationalist work printed by Austro-Hungarian publishers. As the author of
numerous dictionaries and encyclopedias that made him the intellectual force behind the
modernization of the Ottoman-Turkish language, Frashëri understood the importance of
securing a place for the Albanian language in the lives of Albanians who were showing signs of
nationalist ambitions beyond the Ottoman empire. In 1875, for example, Frashëri asserted, »[...]
Albania cannot exist without the Albanians, the Albanians cannot exist without the Albanian
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language, and the latter cannot exist without its own alphabet and without schools«.35
In full recognition of this need for an educational infrastructure, authorities in Vienna and
Sarajevo advertised the empire as the ideal imperial patron needed to assure Sami’s success.
In this regard, the Austro-Hungarian Albanologists based in Sarajevo played key roles. Ippen
and Nopcsa openly advocated funding efforts to solidify the cultural ambitions of nationalist
leaders, resulting, for instance, in the translation into German and distribution of Sami Frashëri’s works.36 The funding of such publications further solidified Vienna’s integral role in the
emergence of an Albanian nationalist movement that had the potential of securing long term
success for Austria’s long-term interests in the Balkans.
In time, Vienna helped the Albanian diaspora in Sarajevo and beyond to organize and help
coordinate these education programs. The Austro-Hungarian intelligence community based
in Sarajevo was particularly interested in the development of education in Northern Albania
by using the exiles Mati Logoreci and Gjerg Pekmezi to develop an Albanian-led curriculum
that would attract families increasingly drawn to proto-national symbols. The social club
Dija, for instance, proved to be an important tool and small subsidiary offices in Shkodër and
Ipek (Peja/Peć) were established by 1907 to help project a campaign that combined Albanian
nationalist interests and promoted strong ties to Vienna.37
The interest in propagating pro-Austrian sentiments led to actively promoting the use of
the Albanian language as a medium of instruction in Austrian-funded schools. In accordance
with resolutions drawn up in Vienna under the direction of an Albanian from Ohrid, Gjerg
Pekmezi, an educational committee created a »program of action« that established a curriculum in Albanian, which adopted a single alphabet and a set of goals that did not exclude
the search for political independence from the Ottoman Empire.38 More importantly, this
process quickly spread to all Austro-Hungarian charitable activities, such as having scripture
translated into Albanian and the distribution of the story of Jesus’ resurrection (neşretmesi) in
Albanian by posting copies on the walls of Austrian-funded hospitals.39 Similarly, orphanages
became a crucial place for Austrian attempts to educate children in their own language.40 This
effort meant empowering local educators, who were also increasingly encouraged to promote
›nationalist‹ agendas in the Austrian-funded schools.41 An alternative »Prizren program«, also
emerged under the careful direction of Mati Logoreci, who integrated the use of Albanian into
the curriculum of many Austro-Hungarian schools.42
Importantly, Austro-Hungarian Albanologists insisted that their language policies would
attract not only Catholics, but prominent Muslim children as well.43 The strategy to cross sectarian communities was finally approved in Vienna and proved successful in both stemming the
tide of migration from Austrian-funded institutions to Italian schools. In time, this strategy to
finally abandon the patronage of Catholics exclusively led to a large number of Albanian Muslims to also publicly champion the Austrian state as the key ally of Albanians in the region.44
Such measures proved so successful that Kosova’s governor, Mehmed Faik, complained to
Istanbul that the Archbishop of Üsküp (Skopje) was actively recruiting Muslim families in
Ipek, Yakova (Gjakova) and Prizren to send their children to Austrian-linked schools.45 Istanbul,
seeing the success of both the Italian and Austro-Hungarian programs, reluctantly amended
its agenda to fit local needs with regard to cultural and social identity politics. This resulted in
a greater emphasis on universal education that incorporated, in the city of Shkodër at least,
a neighborhood’s Catholic and Muslim Albanian children. The response here originated with
what officials saw as the threat of Muslims being converted (hristiyanlaşlamak) by going to
Italian or Austrian schools.46
Clerical Activtism
In many ways, Vienna’s approach of winning over local communities through a policy that
enabled Albanian intellectuals in the Church to at once thrive and to begin to lead protonationalist movements secured Austria-Hungary’s place in the region’s affairs until World War
I. Paradoxically, at the same time they were building capacities among local communities to
openly negotiate on their own terms the future of their territories with other powers. Such
autonomy often left Vienna vulnerable to marginalization. The importance of Albanian-speaking clergy becoming a part of the process meant new power for local priests who were
able to translate influence over local communities into new political power for members of
that community. Ceding increasing local autonomy to Albanian clergy such as Prenk Doçi, an
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emerging figure in the mostly Catholic region of Mirdita, was necessary in Vienna’s eyes so
that their efforts to maintain influence through educational reform continued to produce
greater political influence in the region. The process of lending more immediate power to
local leaders like the priest Doçi, however, had dramatic consequences in the region that often
went beyond the ability of the Austro-Hungarian Empire to control. One of Doçi,’s primary
allies in subsequent years, the claimant to an independent Catholic kingdom in the highlands
of the Albanian Alps, Prenk Bib Doda Paşa, would prove to be critical to actually undermining
Vienna’s efforts at key moments leading up to the Balkan wars of 1912-1913.47
In other words, by giving Albanians a greater say in the way they conducted their institutional lives, Austrian assistance may have also led to conflicts of interest. This last point is
especially clear in the case of Prizren’s Archbishop Trokshi, who resisted what he viewed as
efforts to limit his and other Albanians’ capacity to operate freely in the region. Vienna had
persistently insisted that because they funded most of the Catholic institutional development
in Kosova, they had the right to send Austrian-born staff, especially nuns, to help maintain
the region’s Church facilities. Over time, Trokshi became the target of a campaign led by the
Austrian authorities to have him removed from his position as Archbishop of Prizren, a move
which the Vatican ultimately resisted.48
This phenomenon went beyond the inner-workings of the local Catholic Church to activist
imams in Shkodër mosques, who, like their Catholic Albanian counterparts, began to challenge
long-held prohibitions against using local dialects in religious ceremonies. According to reports from Işkodra, the local imam used the Friday khutba to introduce the use of the local
Albanian dialect after the Arabic version.49 While the local imam engaged in regional politics
of the most controversial kind, it is clear that the sense of local agency was growing, emerging
from the actions of both local Muslims and Catholic and Orthodox Albanian clergy who promoted Albanian language and cultural rights.50 Eventually, the use of the vernacular in daily
religious practice became so wide-spread among Northern Albanian Muslims that the Ottoman state was forced to develop its own educational program that specifically addressed the
influences Austro-Hungarian and Italian schools had on many of the most important Muslim
Albanians in the region.
Conclusion
One of the interesting consequences of local interests often contradicting presumed sectarian
loyalties was that third parties, such as Italy and Austria-Hungary, found room to maneuver
beyond their often self-imposed ideological and spiritual limitations. Here the local perspective
sheds new light into the dynamics operating in the Balkans and offers us a new opportunity to
consider the impact that Austria-Hungary’s administration in Sarajevo had on the region. Not
only is the Ottoman state left to scramble for information by modifying its administration,
Austria-Hungary’s privileged role in protecting Ottoman Catholics is also questioned with the
ascendancy of Italy.
It is clear that this was not always left to the Albanians themselves. Officials recognized
that many prominent Albanians exploited the rival ambitions of patron states by sometimes
declaring themselves loyal to institutions and/or states that seemed improbable because of
different religious affiliations. Muslim Albanians often solicited the aid of outside, so-called
Christian powers as much as Catholic Albanians were comfortable operating within the
Ottoman Empire. In the case of Austro-Hungarian efforts to secure influence in the region,
Albanians connected with Austrian consuls and officials in Sarajevo, such as Mati Logoreci
and Dervish Hima, openly lobbied for the construction of Albanian-run schools.51 Their ability
to both gain a hearing and effect the construction of schools by tying Austro-Hungarian
interests to Muslims as well as to Catholic Albanians served as an important political asset for
individuals who were active in Albanian community politics at the time. In addition, the active
lobbying of Austrian consuls and partnerships that developed in Sarajevo resulted in some
degree of political clout for the factionalized Albanian diaspora. These political and cultural
channels of exchange demonstrated how local and external, state and society were at once
interdependent but also required the imperial patronage that Sarajevo in the 1878-1916 period
provided.
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